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A Message from Our CEO
Dear prospective client,
It gives me great pleasure to be introducing ClinCore
as the future of outsourcing clinical trials, located in
the heart of the world-class medical research infrastructure: Australia.
Outsourcing clinical trials has become a necessity for
today’s fast-paced world as the industry standards are
shifting towards quick and efficient results. ClinCore
will be your partner in providing you with services that
will see your clinical trial to successful completion, on
time and on budget.
At ClinCore, we take pride in our work just as we value
your time and resources.

Jamil Hantash
CEO, ClinCore

Jamil is a highly respected and well-networked scientist in the field of Bioanalysis
and Biomarkers. He is an accomplished,
results-driven life science executive with
a 25-year record of achievement. He has
demonstrated huge success while growing
the preclinical and clinical Bioanalysis
operations of world-leading Contract
Research Organizations. (CRO)
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The Highly Urbanised Continent
Why Australia for clinical trials
Australian clinical trial sites have been prestigiously
well-known for decades for their high quality timely
results, and for exceeding ethical standards. Supported
with free trade agreements, Australia has strong cultural
and economic ties with Asia and the proximity to each
other is an added benefit. It is the most sought after
region (locally as well as internationally) by companies
to conduct numerous therapeutic clinical trials ranging
from Phase I to Phase IV. The important role played by
Australia in this industry has led to the development of
new globally-acclaimed therapeutic products such as
Gardasil and Relenza.

Australia has always been a world-renowned, leading
country that is proud to have achieved the following,
but not limited to, global status:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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World-class healthcare system
Numerous biobanks including, but not limited
to, cancer and brain banks. They are well
maintained under strict protocols
Attractive Research and Development (R&D) tax
incentives for clinical trials
Strong intellectual property system
Clinical data complying with international
standards
Data from studies conducted in Australia can be
used to support international regulatory
applications (FDA and EMEA)
Clinical trials conducted in Australia do not
require US FDA Investigational New Drug (IND)
application approval.
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Step into the Future
with Clinical Outsourcing
Why Outsourcing
A completely in-sourced model is, at times, impractical
for a small to medium-sized company as all clinical trials
come with their own set of unique complexities. The
traditional in-sourced model faces the challenges of
acquiring the appropriate professional personnel based
on the trial phase, as well as securing an appropriate
region for the study.

Some companies find in-sourced studies to be cost-restricting; where outsourcing the trial to Australia could
remedy these obstacles by reducing costs up to 60%.
Outsourcing clinical activities is proving to be an often
sought-after practical solution for companies seeking
efficiency in study execution. The outsourcing advantages are clear — quicker, more cost-efficient clinical
trials that will deliver results on time!

Industry–sponsored
Trials totalled 1,305

Non–industry–sponsored
Trials totaled 2,697. The majority of these trials are in areas that do not follow the phase paradigm, such as trials
involving non-biological procedures or methods of care,
clinical practice improvements or preventative care.
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The ClinCore Advantage
ClinCore — At a Glance
ClinCore is your trusted partner. We will
meet or exceed the quality standards you
establish and we will go above and beyond
to ensure that you are satisfied with our
services. Communication is considered to
be a key element at ClinCore as we listen
to your needs and, in return, provide you
with a smooth and efficient experience.

Our mission is to deliver with integrity
and consistency as ClinCore customizes
services to benefit your needs. We believe
in acting proactively as a measure against
wasteful company time and resources.
This offers flexibility and room for new
innovations to improve our patients
quality of life.

You will feel as though ClinCore’s team is
a part of your own as your project’s vision
and goals become that of our own.
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Your Partner in success:
ClinCore offers a wide range of services as follows

1

Making Connections:
Connecting you with Australian hospitals
Outsourcing your valuable clinical experiment
may come with difficulties and challenges when
the remote location has its unique culture and
system. Therefore, it is highly important for ClinCore’s team to know your needs in order for us to
create and execute a plan specific to your clinical
study. We will make sure to have all the information required as we filter through our extensive
network of Australian affiliations with countless

2

hospitals, clinics and labs. In that retrospect, ClinCore will seamlessly arrange to connect you with
the appropriate hospital who will run your clinical
trial and test your drug in all honesty and integrity. Our team of experts, and our counterparts
in Australia, will make sure to provide a smooth
and easy transition for this journey and long-term
relationship.

Pre-Clinical Trials
ClinCore has been an established provider of
pre-clinical outsourcing; covering all aspects of the
pre-clinical phase of drug development beginning
with the planning and execution of the entire
pre-clinical development programs, to the support
of regulatory interactions. Given the extremely
generous R&D tax incentive provided for clinical

testing in Australia, ClinCore’s pre-clinical trials
will also be outsourced to Australia. However,
should there be restrictions on any specific species
in Australia (ex. primates), ClinCore will outsource the pre-clinical testing to Canadian CRO
and our partners will still profit from the R&D tax
credits provided by the Australian government.
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Managing Clinical Trials
ClinCore will assign a Clinical Trial Manager
responsible for data management, the increase of
patient randomization into the trial as well as lab
tests. In addition, we will assign a Client Manager and Clinical Site Manager to coordinate and
document the events between the sponsor and
clinical site. This is to ensure accurate execution
of the clinical protocol, approved for the testing
of the drug in that clinical phase, and to allow the
regulatory submission at the end of the trial.

This includes, but not limited to
the following services:
1. Acquiring details of the clinical trial, patient
population, specific inclusion and exclusion
criteria, and lab work required throughout the
testing
2. Monitoring the generated data files for the
patients tested on a weekly basis
3. Coordinating the collection and shipment
of blood samples within the clinical site, and
between the clinical site and labs testing the
samples
4. Coordinating adverse events and deviations and
inquiries required to close the clinical trial
5. Coordinating the final clinical report required
for regulatory submission.
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Attractive Tax Incentives
We pride ourselves on being the most cost-effective company where the
sponsor can maintain quality and control without incurring the costs of
an in-house study. The generous R&D tax incentive by the Australian
government is saving our sponsors a significant amount of money that
can then be allocated to further research. Australia is noted to be 60%
cheaper than the US, after tax incentives, during early phase clinical trials.

Australia is 28%
cheaper than
the US before
tax incentives
and 60%
cheaper after
tax incentives
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Regulatory Support
(FDA, Health Canada and EUMA)
ClinCore will systematically manage all regulatory matters on behalf of the sponsor.
There are three main components which ClinCore addresses:
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•

As soon as the therapeutic drug is approved by regulatory agencies for human
testing, we will provide the required specifications for each clinical trial phase

•

To meet with the regulatory agent and sponsor to present the clinical protocol
allowing feedback and finalization before the execution of the protocol

•

To address any issues with the regulatory agency and sponsor after submission of
the clinical report.
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Focused Expertise
ClinCore has an amazing team of physicians and scientists who
have dedicated their lives to improving patient care and the
advancement of medical science. Their combined medical and
scientific background offers a wealth of expertise in the following
specializations:
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Invoicing & Billing
for clinical trials & hospitals
Invoicing and billing is the most dreaded
stage in any clinical activity due to the
complexities of the process involving
more than one entity. ClinCore is offering to relieve pharmaceutical companies
by performing all billing and invoicing
procedures for clinical sites and hospitals
which are running clinical trials.
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We will undertake all communications
regarding invoicing & billing with
the clinical trial centers to ensure the
achievement of milestones prior to the
issuing of payments. With ClinCore,
your mind will be at ease when all your
invoicing and billing needs are taken care
of by us.
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Thank you
ClinCore would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
your well-placed trust in us for all your outsourcing needs. We
want you to know that we appreciate your partnership and will
continue to ensure that we meet your expectations.
With our skilled team, ClinCore always puts forth our best
efforts in any aspect of clinical activities and customer service.
We look forward to having many rewarding years of partnership
and to sharing your continuous success.

Contact Us
Email:
sales@ClinCore.com.au

Website:
ClinCore.com.au
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